
HLM ROSC Meeting Notes 
December 12, 2022 

Attendance:  18 - Neesha Stringfellow, Wesley Stringfellow, Dr. Alice Crawford, Tash 
Leak, Kristen Dean, Erica Brady, Dr. Ruby Powell, Jenny Gonzalez, Ben Gonzalez, 
Jarrett Burton, Ben Rudolph, Renita Brown, Tanya Furlow, Shawn Smith, Lynn Taylor, 
Lynns mom, Dr. Hyrum and Joranda Crawford. 


Lived Experience:7 

Location: iCan Dream Center - 8501 Maple Creek Dr Suite 200, Tinley Park, IL 60477 


Intro of iCan Dream Center:

Clinicians that help children in need - Erica Brady

They can help us make connection with schools


Opening Prayer: 
Dr. Alice Crawford


End/Start Year Word: 
Jenny Gonzalez 
Neesha - Gratefulness/Activation, Ben - Perseverance/Optimism, Erica - Hope/
Happiness, Jarrett - Humbled/Excited, Wes - Opportunity, Ruby - Faith-filled/Growing, 

Renita - Gratitude/Elevation, Tanya - Perseverance, Tash - Persistence, Shawn - Focus/
Power, Alice - Determination, Lynn - Blessings/Bold, Lynn mom - Accelerated power/
Revelation, Kristen - Gratefulness/Elevation, Jenny - Valleys/Graze


Who we are/join us: 
Tash Leak 
Our name is 180 because we want people to do a complete turnaround

Become a council member - help us build a community to help other

Become a resource and share a resource


2022 Programs: 
DDC - we made connections with youth and table displays

Movie & Mind - youth event, watch Inside out and discuss mental health with teens

Love & Grief share - monthly zoom meeting to help those grieve, hoping to do in 
person in 2023




Intro to Celebrating Families: 
Kristen Dean - program director 
Ruby Powell will lead the adults. Her extensive mental health background and phd in 
education will be a great asset to our team, to help empower the adults to make them 
self sufficient to lead their families. 


Jenny Gonzalez will help with lead the children. She had 8 years of working as a 
children’s director. She laid out what the program would look like for the children and 
how they would share the lessons with the parents. 


Resources and Connection:
Neesha Stringfellow
The connections have been ebbs and flows. We were told that we run like an RCO, 
because that is our hearts. We have put our foot to the pavement to get out in the 
community and make the connections needed. We are making connections in all places 
that we are going to. Pads donations we were able to connect with Rob from the mental 
health courts. Testimony of meeting Dr. Kathleen Burke, through her neighbor. 
Connections can be everywhere.

Intro of Jarrett Burton and Ben Rudolph:
Our Mentor from Serenity House in Dupage County. Our Technical Assistant to help in
in any area of need, including directive support. 

Closing Prayer: 
Wes Stringfellow


